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 1 Tuesday , November  17, 2009                             2:00 p.m.       

 2 P R O C E E D I  N G S 

 3 THE COURT:  Good afternoon.  You may all be seated.

 4 THE CLERK:  Calling civil 09-1027.

 5 Counsel, please state your appearances for the

 6 record.

 7 MR. NEWTON:  Your Honor, this is Mike Newton from

 8 the law firm of Alston & Bird.

 9 With me today is Stacey White, also from Alston &

10 Bird, and the client representative from Media Qu eue, LLC.

11 THE COURT:  Good afternoon.

12 MR. JACOBS:  Good afternoon.  

13 Michael Jacobs, Morrison & Foerster, for Netflix.

14 With me is Matt Kreeger, Matt Chivvis, and Aki Sa ito.  And with

15 me from Netflix is David Hyman, general counsel, and 

16 Reg Thompson, senior corporate counsel.

17 THE COURT:  Good afternoon.

18 MR. WOOTEN:  Good afternoon.  

19 My name is David Wooten, counsel for Blockbuster.

20 And with me is James Martin, our local counsel.

21 THE COURT:  Good afternoon.

22 MS. TAYLOR:  Good afternoon, Your Honor.

23 Sara Taylor for Michael Schulman and for Greencin e

24 Holdings, LLC.

25 THE COURT:  Good afternoon.
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 1 Welcome to you all.  Thank you for changing the t ime

 2 at late notice.  I appreciate it.  It makes it ea sier to get

 3 these things done.

 4 We have on both the claim construction questions and

 5 summary judgment motions by Netflix and by Blockb uster.  And I

 6 can -- I can stay here until -- I'm sure until we  are done,

 7 but, in any event, until 3:30.  So we've got plen ty of time.

 8 And have you discussed among yourselves how you w ant

 9 to arrange the progress?

10 MR. JACOBS:  We have discussed it among ourselves,

11 Your Honor, and we have differing recommendations .

12 (Laughter.)  

13 MR. JACOBS:  Our recommendation.

14 THE COURT:  That's a bad sign.

15 MR. JACOBS:  Our recommended system proposes to you

16 that we start with the summary judgment arguments  because what

17 they do is narrow the set of issues that the Cour t actually has

18 to decide in order to decide this case.

19 If we go the opposite way, then we have a longer

20 list of claim construction issues that end up not  being

21 relevant to the pending motions.  So that's our r ecommendation.

22 THE COURT:  Okay.

23 MR. NEWTON:  And, Your Honor, as the plaintiff, we

24 would propose going with the claim construction f irst.  We

25 think the normal course of a patent case is to de al with claim
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 1 construction and then move on to the substantive issues of

 2 noninfringement.

 3 THE COURT:  Well, all right, let's do that, then.

 4 But it is no secret which of the claims are going  to turn out

 5 to be important with respect to the summary judgm ent issues.

 6 So perhaps we could double up, and as you address  those issues,

 7 if you want to address how they do or don't impac t the

 8 infringement claims, we do could do that at the s ame time.  I

 9 don't care.

10 MR. NEWTON:  Your Honor, we can try to do that, but

11 I think it can get confusing trying to focus on w hat

12 Blockbuster does and what Netflix does.

13 THE COURT:  Okay.

14 MR. NEWTON:  I think it's almost simpler to deal

15 with the claim construction and then pick up eith er Netflix or

16 Blockbuster.

17 THE COURT:  You may do that.  

18 And since you are the plaintiff, you want to go

19 first?

20 MR. NEWTON:  Yes, Your Honor, I would.  

21 Do you mind if I speak from the podium here?

22 THE COURT:  It would be better.

23 MR. NEWTON:  Okay.

24 THE COURT:  If you speak right into the mic, then

25 everyone can hear you.
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 1 MR. NEWTON:  I sure will, Your Honor.

 2 If you don't mind, I would like to hand up some

 3 slides that we prepared.  There is, for the plain tiffs, one set

 4 of slides on claim construction; there is another  set of slides

 5 for the Blockbuster motion; and another set of sl ides for the

 6 Netflix motion.

 7 THE CLERK:  So you have three sets?

 8 MR. NEWTON:  We have three sets; one for Your Honor,

 9 and one for each of you.

10 THE COURT:  You are Mr. Newton?

11 MR. NEWTON:  Yes, ma'am.

12 THE COURT:  So you're from Dallas.

13 MR. NEWTON:  I am not born and raised on there, but

14 my dad retired from the military the Navy, so we were kind of

15 San Diego people.  And then took a job with an en gineering firm

16 by the name of Brandon Root in Houston.  I, at th e time, lived

17 in Virginia, I graduated high school in Virginia.   And I was

18 going to University of Virginia, and he said why don't you

19 think seriously about going to University of Texa s.  I was a

20 physics major, I was in the physics program, so I  did.  

21 And, actually, when I got out of law school at

22 Texas, I decided to move back to California and l ived in

23 Los Angeles three years.  And eventually my wife said, I really

24 want to move back to Dallas; my family is there, my sister is

25 there, you work all the time.  So I moved back.
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 1 THE COURT:  You have it in your voice.

 2 MR. NEWTON:  Do I now?

 3 THE COURT:  You do.  Okay.

 4 MR. NEWTON:  All right, Your Honor, can we proceed?

 5 THE COURT:  Yes.  

 6 MR. NEWTON:  Slide 1 there is the overview

 7 presentation.  As you know, there are eight terms  we are trying

 8 to construe.  Two of them the defendants claim ar e indefinite:

 9 The separate -- or the set of notification rules,  and the

10 separate set of queue replenishment control rules .

11 So if you can turn to Slide 5 -- or, actually, Sl ide

12 6?  I'll let you know that I'm going to argue the  first three

13 terms, and Ms. White will address very briefly th e other five,

14 because we are pretty much in a position to rely on the briefs

15 in those other five terms.

16 THE COURT:  Okay.

17 MR. NEWTON:  So dealing first with the indefinite

18 issues, as I'm sure you are aware, the defendant need to prove

19 indefiniteness by clear and convincing evidence.  We don't

20 believe they have met their heavy burden.  In par ticular, they

21 presented no evidence from a person of skill in t he art

22 explaining what that person thought the terms mea n.  

23 They originally were going to submit an expert

24 declaration; they decided not to do that.  We wou ld have liked

25 to have seen that person take the position that t hey don't
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 1 understand what those terms mean, would have enjo yed to

 2 cross-examine that person.  They never presented such a

 3 witness.

 4 What we do have, if you'll turn to Slide 8, is a

 5 patent examiner who some presume to be a person o f skill in the

 6 art.  The Patent Office, at a minimum, tries to g et people who

 7 understand the field to examine applications in a  particular

 8 area.  

 9 Now, this patent examiner, unlike some in the

10 history of the Patent Office, did a very thorough  job of

11 reviewing the patent application.  He issued nume rous office

12 actions, and he noticed that, hey, these claims a re indefinite.

13 In fact, just the opposite:  When he was looking at the prior

14 art, he was able to, in certain references, find or discern

15 that they contained notification rules.  And then  in other

16 references, he was able to find queue replenishme nt control

17 rules to the exclusion of notification rules.  So  we believe

18 that is pretty good evidence that these terms are n't

19 indefinite, that you can find them in the prior a rt or not.

20 We would also point Your Honor to a Petition to M ake

21 Special that was filed, where the applicant came in and said,

22 I'd like for this application process to be exped ited.  And in

23 submitting that petition, the patent applicant cr eated a claim

24 chart in which he explained why he believed Net - - or,

25 Blockbuster at the time was infringing.
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 1 And in doing that, he explained what, you know, w ere

 2 notification rules in the accused system.  He exp lained what

 3 were queue replenishment control rules in the sys tem.  The

 4 examiner understood it enough to believe that the re was a prima

 5 facie case of infringement made out, and he grant ed the

 6 Petition to Make Special.  So as far as evidence from a person

 7 skilled in the art being able to understand the c laims, I think

 8 the weight of the evidence is in favor of Media Q ueue on that

 9 point.

10 Now I would also like to briefly turn to Slide 9 and

11 refer you to the Federal Circuit's test for indef initeness.

12 They use the term -- and it's a tough term to say  -- insoluble

13 ambiguity.  They need to show that there is an in soluble,

14 unsolvable, if you will, ambiguity in the claim l anguage.  I

15 don't believe there is that type of thing.  In fa ct, if you

16 study the case law, you'll find very few cases th at find a

17 claim term or a claim insolubly ambiguous.

18 As we note in our brief, and this may be

19 generalizing, there may be three types of case th at you find

20 this in.  One is the Datamise (phonetic) case, where you use

21 subjective language like aesthetically pleasing.  That's a very

22 iffy standard.  Someone trying to figure out whet her

23 something's aesthetically pleasing, it may be to one person,

24 not another.  Clearly, you can see why a term lik e that would

25 be indefinite.
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 1 There's also a case like Novo industries case, where

 2 there is a just a drafting error; and the examine r doesn't

 3 catch it, and then you are reading the claim and you look and

 4 see there a word or something missing.  And diffe rent people

 5 would say, well, what really should be there?  Yo u get into a

 6 dispute, you have two reasonable interpretations,  you can't

 7 figure out what the right answer is:  In that cas e, courts have

 8 found an insoluble ambiguity.

 9 The third situation is one like in the Honeywell

10 case, where the measurement of a parameter, and i t turns out

11 there are different techniques for measuring that  parameter.

12 And if you use one technique, you might get one r esult, if you

13 use another, you might get another one.  And you can't tell,

14 honest to God, if you fall within the scope of th e claims.

15 Those are the type of circumstances that people f ind claims

16 indefinite.  I just don't think they exist here.

17 Now, what plaintiffs do, is they said let's look at

18 the spec and try to figure out if I can read the claim on the

19 specification.  And they say, we can't tell what is

20 notification rules, we can't tell what is queue r eplenishment

21 control rules.  Your Honor, I would beg to differ  with that.

22 We even have a deposition of them saying are you really

23 confused by all this?  I didn't find it all that confusing when

24 I read through.  I can walk through Figure 2, I c an read the

25 description, I can look at each of the boxes -- a nd this is on
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 1 page 10 -- and I can generally discern what is a notification

 2 rule and what is a queue replenishment control ru le.

 3 So as we discussed in our brief in detail, we thi nk

 4 boxes 220, 240, and 250 relate to queue replenish ment.  And

 5 then box 230, depending on what selections you ma ke, either

 6 depends or relate to notification, and in some in stances may

 7 relate to queue replenishment control.

 8 While we are on this page, I would like to point

 9 out, there is an option here:  Rather than going through and

10 selecting anything, you just hit finish, and it h its default,

11 whatever the system wants to put in.  And in that  instance, and

12 this is somewhat relevant to the authorization te rm, which I'll

13 discuss shortly, you don't have any selection of options, you

14 hit one button and say, okay.  And that could be a form of

15 authorization.

16 So, Your Honor, in sum, we think, turning to Slid e

17 11, they haven't met their burden, their claim is  not insolubly

18 ambiguous, and therefore, the claim should not be  found

19 indefinite.

20 I'm happy to answer any questions you have on thi s

21 point.

22 THE COURT:  No.  

23 Are you going to move on to what it should be

24 construed to mean?

25 MR. NEWTON:  Yes, I am.
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 1 So now I am going to move on to the set of

 2 notification rules, and let me address that brief ly.  

 3 A set of rules relating to notification sent to a

 4 subscriber.  Very simple.  The reason we gave tha t type of a

 5 definition, we noticed that the claim talks about  two sets of

 6 rule, I've got to call one set something and the other set

 7 something else.  One set has got the lead-in term ,

 8 notification, the other set has queue replenishme nt control.

 9 The reason they are given two different names is simply to

10 identify that they are different sets of rules.

11 Now, defendants, even though they claim that the

12 claim is indefinite, they still offer a claim con struction.

13 And it's obviously one that's, in our view, very narrow.  And

14 they try to read limitations into -- the set of r ules govern

15 transmittal, govern the contents of notifications , and that

16 these notifications be about queue status.

17 We think this is reading the limitations from the

18 specification into the claim.  And, in fact, we t hink there are

19 other limitations in claim language that adds req uirements for

20 what the notification rules and queue replenishme nt control

21 rules need to do.  And we think those words are k ind of

22 paraphrases of what they may need to do.

23 Turning to Slide 14, Your Honor, if you look at t he

24 actual claim language -- I don't I think a jury n eeds to be

25 told what notification means and what rules mean.
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 1 THE COURT:  Well, certainly, telling them that it's

 2 rules relating to notification is not going to ma ke it any

 3 clearer.

 4 MR. NEWTON:  That's right.  I would almost rather

 5 not define it at all, to tell you the truth.  But  if they need

 6 a definition, that's what we would do.  I think a dding words

 7 like it governs content and transmittal, we are j ust going to

 8 have another battle in the summary judgment conte xt or in the

 9 jury context.  

10 What does it mean to govern transmittal?  What do es

11 it mean to govern content?  I'm not sure we'd sol ve anything by

12 the claim construction they have proposed.  And I  do believe

13 they are reading limitations into the claim that just aren't

14 there.

15 For example, if you go back to Slide 13, in eleme nt

16 D of claim 13 and element C, there is limitations  on what the

17 have to do.  For example, I believe in claim 13 - - this is

18 perhaps known -- the notifications have to, you k now, do

19 particular things that are specifically recited i n the claim.

20 And there is no need to put in to the definition of

21 notification rules what they do and what they gov ern.

22 Now, Your Honor, they also try to add at the end

23 this thing about being about queue status; well, the claim

24 language itself calls for the notification rules to be for the

25 subscriber rental queue.  And I believe had this is a
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 1 difference between the language "for the subscrib er rental

 2 queue" and "about queue status."  In particular, I say that

 3 because claim 1, which is the independent claim, uses the same

 4 language, "notification rules for the subscriber rental queue."

 5 And dependent from claim 1 is claim 11, which say s

 6 and requires that the notification includes an in dication of a

 7 status of the subscriber rental queue.  So there,  they are

 8 talking about the status of the rental queue:  Ar guably, since

 9 claim 11 is dependent from claim 1, it's narrowin g the claim in

10 some sense, adding additional restriction that is n't in claim

11 1.

12 So we would suggest it's not proper to basically

13 replace the language, "for the subscriber rental queue," with

14 language that says the rules are about queue stat us.  And we

15 believe that is narrower.  And we believe that is  exemplified

16 by the differentiation between claims 1 and 11, w hich are not

17 asserted but have similar language.

18 Your Honor, that's all I have on notification rul es.

19 I'm happy to take any questions you have on the s et of

20 notification rules.

21 THE COURT:  No.

22 I have a completely unrelated question, though,

23 that's been nagging at me.  So would you tell me:   Is there a

24 typo in the specifications where it keeps calling  "titles"

25 "tides"?
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 1 MR. NEWTON:  It is, Your Honor.  And there is a

 2 certification of correction that was filed.  And it should be

 3 in the back of the patent, perhaps not in what we  submitted to

 4 the Court, but, absolutely, that's been corrected .

 5 Yeah, that's frustrating.  I apologize.

 6 THE COURT:  All right.

 7 MR. NEWTON:  So with that, I'll move on to the

 8 separate set of queue replenishment control rules .

 9 And again, we put a fairly bland definition in:  "A

10 set of rules distinct from the set of notificatio n rules

11 relating to the refilling of the subscriber's ren tal queue."

12 So again, what we are really defining for the jur y is

13 replenishment, we said that just means refilling.   

14 The defendants, similar to what they did with

15 notification rules, have added in some language t hat defines

16 what these rules do.  And, again, I think the cla im itself

17 defines what the rules do.  And paraphrasing or g eneralizing

18 those limitations is not effective, and I think i t adds

19 limitations that don't exist into the claim.

20 So the defendant suggests that the rules need to

21 govern when to review the queue, and also govern whether to

22 automatically add items to the queue.  And we str enuously

23 object to the "whether to automatically add items  to the

24 queue," because we believe that is one option tha t's disclosed

25 in a very broad patent specification.  And they'r e reading in
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 1 that option to the exclusion of other options tha t are

 2 disclosed as possibilities.

 3 The automatic addition is the most active form of

 4 monitoring the queue.  So you could say, hey, I d on't want to

 5 keep up with this, I need help.  There is much le ss, or less

 6 proactive mechanisms described, even down to the point of

 7 saying we are just going to send you a notice, an d you decide

 8 what to do with it.

 9 Your queue is getting low, we are not going to le t

10 you be in a position where the queue is going to run dry, but

11 you are going to have to do something to fill it up.  And that

12 is one of the options that are there.  And basica lly, adopting

13 their claim construction would read out that part icular

14 embodiment in the patent.  So we think that's imp roper.

15 On claim 16, we've given you a cite when it is

16 proper to, you know, limit claims to the spec.  A nd in

17 particular, if you've got a dictionary-type defin ition or

18 you've clearly disclaimed subject matter, then it 's fine to

19 limit it to the spec.  That's not the situation t hat we have

20 here.  The specification does not explicitly defi ne queue

21 replenishment control rule, but it provides numer ous examples

22 of these rules, and in particular, with respect t o Figure 2.

23 And, again, our brief goes into detail.

24 Furthermore, the specification makes it very clea r

25 that they are just providing a number of exemplar y options that
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 1 can be used, you don't have to use any particular  set of

 2 options.  But you're free to use the ones that ar e disclosed

 3 and any other ones that a person skilled in the a rt would

 4 realize are similar.  So we've put two quotes at the bottom of

 5 the slide on page 16 that show you where the spec ification is.

 6 It's very clear that the embodiments it shows are  exemplary.

 7 Now I just can't say enough on the top of 17:  Th e

 8 automatic addition is merely an option, it's not a requirement

 9 of the system.

10 Again, the specification shows that it's permissi ble

11 to merely alert a subscriber to the queue deficie ncy.  That is

12 in column 14, lines 6 through 8.

13 And again, as I was saying earlier, the actual

14 language that says, "a queue monitoring system ca n be

15 configured to be extremely activity, mostly passi ve, or

16 something in between."  That's '243 patent, colum n 7, lines 44

17 through 46.

18 And then the specification clearly points out in the

19 least proactive option, which actually happens to  be the

20 default option in this patent, the '243 states th at "only a

21 notice is to be sent, and no decision is to be ma de as to

22 whether to automatically add media titles to the queue."

23 And talking about advantages of the invention, it

24 says, "the primary invention or advantage of the invention lies

25 in the fact that unlike prior art systems, a subs criber's
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 1 notified of the deficiency."  It doesn't say the subscriber has

 2 media titles added automatically.  It doesn't say  that's the

 3 primary advantage.  It's just an option, somethin g that might

 4 be neat to use, but may not be.  Some people want  to leave that

 5 in their own decision-making capability.

 6 Now, we've had some discussion with the other sid e,

 7 both in our briefs; we think dependent claim 13 - - or 14 adds

 8 the requirement of automatic addition.  And we th ink under a

 9 claim differentiation argument, that suggests tha t automatic

10 isn't part of claim 13.

11 Netflix and Blockbuster have a different view.

12 Again, I would refer you to the papers on that.  I think

13 reading the two claims side by side, you can see that the

14 automatic addition is a more narrow feature that is added in

15 that isn't necessarily in claim 13.

16 Now, from a plain language standpoint, Netflix an d

17 Blockbuster argue that just having the term "cont rol" in the

18 term, "queue replenishment control," suggests tha t a computer

19 has to do all the control, it has to completely t ake over

20 subscribers out of the picture; we don't think th at's right.

21 We don't think it's right because the claim langu age.  

22 You can see a difference between claim 13 and cla im

23 23:  In claim 23, the rules determine if composit ion of the

24 queue should be altered but don't necessarily go and make the

25 alteration.  And then claim 13 includes a trigger  event used in
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 1 determining when the queue should be modified.

 2 So again, claim 13 only addresses if the composit ion

 3 should be changed and when.  And then claim 23 do esn't even

 4 include the trigger event, it just has language t hat says the

 5 rules are going to be determined if the compositi on of the

 6 queue should be altered.  So it doesn't go so far  to say that

 7 when it determines that the authorization should be made, it

 8 goes head and does it.  In fact, we would suggest  that claim 14

 9 is the claim that actually adds that additional r equirement.

10 So Your Honor, once again, we think it's

11 inappropriate to actually require that the queue replenishment

12 control rules determine when you are going to add , because when

13 isn't part of claim 23.  And they definitely shou ld not add as

14 a requirement the automatic addition of titles.

15 And again, Your Honor, I'm happy to answer any

16 questions you have on the term "queue replenishme nt control

17 rules."  But if not, I'm happy to move on to auth orized by the

18 subscriber.

19 THE COURT:  You can move along.

20 MR. NEWTON:  Okay.

21 On the term "authorized by the subscriber," this is

22 an every-day term, at least in our view.  We went  and gave it

23 its plain or ordinary meaning, which is permitted  or sanctioned

24 by the subscriber.

25 The defendants took the opposite view, they looke d
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 1 in the spec and said, we think this requires the subscriber to

 2 go through and actually select options that lead to the

 3 definition of rules.  We think that is an embodim ent of the

 4 claims, but we don't believe that's what's meant by

 5 authorization.  In our view, they are reading a p referred

 6 embodiment into the claim, and that's plainly ina ppropriate,

 7 under the case law of the Federal Circuit.

 8 Now, the general rule is that if a term's not a

 9 scientific term or a term of art then it's presum ed that the

10 ordinary meaning applies.  And on that, we cite j ust basic law

11 from Phillips, a seminal case on claim construction with the

12 Federal Circuit.

13 Now, there certainly are exceptions that exist to

14 this rule, that you give terms their plain and or dinary

15 meaning.  One is where the patentee has been her own

16 lexicographer, her own person that defines the te rm.  There is

17 a lot of support for that type of thing.  We thin k in this

18 situation, the patentee definitely was not her ow n

19 lexicographer, or his own lexicographer, because there is no

20 definition of the term authorized by the subscrib er.  It was

21 used in the claims, and it was used in the origin al claims that

22 were filed, but it's not a term used in the speci fication.

23 And quite frankly, the patent applicant knew how to

24 use terms like define and select, and he specific ally chose not

25 to do that in the claim language.  
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 1 Now, another exception to this idea that you give

 2 terms their ordinary meaning is exemplified in ca ses like the

 3 Sci-Med Life System case that we cite on page 20 of the slides.

 4 There, if you have a specification that repeatedl y says, the

 5 invention is, the invention is, and disparages pr ior art that

 6 doesn't have that particular feature and all the embodiments

 7 have a particular feature, then in those cases an d in those

 8 very limited circumstances, the Federal Circuit a nd District

 9 Courts following Federal Circuit law have decided  that the

10 specification should basically be read into the c laim.

11 I don't believe either of these exceptions apply

12 here, as I noted before.  The patentee was not hi s own

13 lexicographer.  Similarly, deciding whether the Sci-Med line of

14 case apply, the '243 specification describes nume rous aspects

15 of the inventions.  In fact, I believe 15 or so p atent

16 applications have been filed off this specificati on.  It lists

17 numerous objects of the invention, and it indicat es that not

18 all of them have to be in any particular inventio n.  There is

19 many embodiments, and you can select, you know, w hich invention

20 is going to be claimed in different inventions.  And so here

21 our view is this is a -- this patent's particular ly about

22 notification, and the notification is simply that  your queue is

23 low.  And the authorization is nothing more than permitting or

24 sanctioning the notification.  In our view, again , Your Honor,

25 the Sci-Med exception does not apply.
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 1 Now, in further support of our view, we have look ed

 2 at claim 13, which is the independent claim.  And  then claim

 3 17, which if you'll turn to page 23, it requires the trigger

 4 event to be based on a numerical value provided b y said

 5 subscriber.  And that is an additional step to cl aim 13.

 6 Now, claim 13 says that the trigger event is base d

 7 on a quantity of items in the queue.  The real di fference

 8 between those, you know, one is a numerical value , one is a

 9 quantity, that is basically the same.  The differ ence between

10 claim 13 and claim 17 is that in 17 the number is  provided by

11 the subscriber.

12 And in that instance, the subscriber would be

13 actually choosing the rule rather than it being p rovided by the

14 system.  So we think, based on a claim differenti ation

15 argument, that claim 13 should not be limited to the person

16 actually having to select the rules by selecting the number.

17 Your Honor, that's all I have on the three terms I

18 was going to argue.  I would now like to turn it over to

19 Ms. White.

20 THE COURT:  Okay.

21 Maybe -- I don't mean to keep you in your seat

22 there, but maybe we should have the response to t hose three

23 terms first while they are still fresh in my mind .

24 MR. JACOBS:  Your Honor is quite familiar with claim

25 construction law, and so my injunction to myself this afternoon
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 1 is not to cite any claim construction cases to yo u.

 2 THE COURT:  That would be great.  That would be

 3 great.

 4 MR. JACOBS:  The task here is really -- 

 5 THE COURT:  No offense to the Federal Circuit.

 6 MR. JACOBS:  The task here is really to drill down

 7 into the specification and the file history and f igure out what

 8 was the invention and how the claims relate to wh at this

 9 patentee claimed in the totality of the intrinsic  evidence to

10 have invented and what was novel.

11 And what is interesting about this particular pat ent

12 is that the patentee was tracking Netflix and wri ting claims

13 around Netflix.  So Netflix is reflected in the p rior art, both

14 as a system and as the Hastings reference, which is a patent

15 that Netflix obtained on its system.  And so what  we're doing

16 is reading this -- these contentions unusually in  light of the

17 specification because Netflix itself figures so p rominently.

18 The patent and the briefing from the -- I'm on Sl ide

19 4 -- the briefing from the plaintiff focus on the  limitations

20 of the Netflix system.  And we were attracted, as  you probably

21 saw in our briefing, to the patentee's contention  that he was

22 frustrated by Netflix as he encountered it when h e was thinking

23 about what kind of patents to write.

24 And, in fact, the specification is replete with

25 varying sets of contentions about the limitations  of the
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 1 Netflix system and proposed remediations for thos e -- for that

 2 -- for that system.

 3 One place where the patentee now is exploiting so me

 4 ambiguity in the specification is that there are undoubtedly

 5 different inventions described in the specificati on.  So, for

 6 example, one of the things that the patentee clai med Netflix

 7 was missing was a system for trading among subscr ibers.  That's

 8 plainly a separate set of claims.  I haven't stud ied the whole

 9 15 patents that he claims are off of the spec, bu t it's not

10 claimed here.  So there are parts of specificatio n that go off

11 in a different direction.

12 What the '243 patent is about, what the '243 pate nt

13 is fundamentally about, is a robust mechanism tha t gives users

14 lots of control over their queue.  We are going t o not only

15 just advise you periodically about the fact that you have a

16 queue, but we are going to give you fine-grained control.

17 And if you go to Slide 5, for example, this is on e

18 of the most pungent parts of the specification:  "Another part

19 is to implement an intelligent queue monitoring s ystem that

20 allows subscribers/purchasers to define policies and rules to

21 be used in determining what actions should be tak en with

22 respect to particular items in such queue and at what time."

23 So policies and rules:  We are not talking about

24 some trivial level of control, we're talking abou t something

25 that if we all sat down and saw it, we'd say, who a, I see a
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 1 policy and rule here.

 2 When you actually look at the drawings, which are

 3 perhaps the clearest identification here of what the patentee

 4 thought he was doing, you see, in fact some real options for

 5 the user, options about what kind of notification s the user is

 6 going to get and what's going to happen in light of those

 7 notifications to the status of the queue.

 8 And you can see those options in Slide 6, where t he

 9 -- in a -- in a query response mode, the specific ation proposes

10 a particular form of user interface for these rob ust set of

11 rules and policies.

12 Now, it's true that the patent repeatedly says th ese

13 are just examples.  We're not wedded to the parti cular form of

14 the user interface here in construing these claim s.  What we

15 are wedded to is the idea that this user interfac e, which is,

16 we submit, the essence of the invention here, is about a set of

17 the policies and rules with meaningful choice pre sented to the

18 user about notifications and queue replenishment.

19 Slide 7 is just designed to align for the Court t he

20 key phrases that are under dispute in claims 13 a nd 23.  I

21 think the Court has already in mind that the inde pendent claims

22 here that are asserted are 13 and 23.  And then t here are some

23 dependent claims that are also asserted, but whic h do not raise

24 distinct claim construction issues.  

25 Jumping ahead to indefiniteness, what's going on
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 1 with indefiniteness?  Now, of course we recognize  -- I'm on

 2 ten, Your Honor -- of course, we recognize that w e bear a heavy

 3 burden on indefiniteness.  And I also recognize, I think we

 4 also agree that this is not a conventional indefi niteness case

 5 in which there is some term that's infinitely ela stic by its

 6 essence in the claim language.

 7 What we have instead here is a set of internal

 8 contradictions.  It is as if the claim said a pap er of one

 9 color, and then a paper of an entirely different color, and the

10 specifications said the first color is blue, and then it said

11 the second color is blue.  What would one do in t hat

12 circumstance when one was trying to figure out wh at the claims

13 mean by way of a distinct set of notification rul es, in this

14 case, and a distinct set of queue replenishment r ules?  

15 Because if you sit down with a spec and try to

16 figure out which goes into what bucket, it turns out that the

17 specification is internally contradictory vis-à-v is the claims.

18 And recall that these have to be a separate set o f rules, so

19 there can't be overlap between the notification r ules and the

20 queue replenishment rules, they have to be distin ct.

21 Now, Slide 11 gives us the source of the problem.

22 There really isn't an explication in the specific ation of sets

23 of notification rules or and a separate set of qu eue

24 replenishment control rules.  One would expect a properly

25 written specification to have said, the user is p resented with
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 1 a set of notification rules, the following are ex emplary

 2 notification rules.  We are not wedded to this se t of examples,

 3 but here is what we mean by notification rules.  And the same

 4 with queue replenishment control rules.  We have nothing like

 5 that here.  There are one or two references to th e word

 6 "rules," but not linked in any clear descriptive way to

 7 notification and queue replenishment.

 8 And on Slide 12, the problem is, when you look at

 9 the drawings and you look at the proposed user in terface, in

10 fact, different options which seem to be aligned with the rules

11 that -- with rules that underlie the options rela te to both.

12 And I think the clearest example of this is on 13 , in fact, in

13 box 230, because what box 230 is revealing is the  following:

14 Whether you replenish, whether the system repleni shes depends

15 on the user's response to a notification; in othe r words, the

16 notification itself drives -- is a driver for rep lenishment,

17 and therefore the notification rule can't be dist inct from the

18 replenishment rule because the replenishment rule  seems to turn

19 on a notification.  

20 So if you send notice and auto-ship, for example,  I

21 mean, which one is that?  If we send the notice a nd we

22 auto-ship, okay, the user has said, I'm going to get a notice

23 and automatically ship from the replenishment to the queue; is

24 that a notice or a replenishment rule?  It's auto matically

25 slipping from the replenished queue.
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 1 What about no notice in auto-ship?  Now we are no t

 2 going to send a notice, but we are going to send the new item

 3 in the queue automatically?  Well, which is that?   Is that a

 4 notification rule or a replenishment rule?  And t he same is

 5 true for the other elements in box 230.

 6 Now, it's true, I think their best argument on th is

 7 is that if you were to just look at the claim lan guage alone,

 8 you could figure out -- I think we can all figure  out what a

 9 notification is and what a queue replenishment is , if the

10 claims were on a stand-alone basis, but we are su pposed to try

11 to construe them in light of the specification; h ence, our

12 indefiniteness problem.

13 The problem is aggregated -- I think the Court ca n

14 make two moves on indefiniteness, it seems to me.   The Court

15 can say, yep, I've tried to do this, I agree with  defendant, I

16 cap put them in buckets, the way the claims requi re, therefore,

17 they are indefinite.

18 On a -- a less dramatic possibility is that the

19 Court says, okay, I'm not going so far as indefin iteness, but I

20 need to really understand what a queue replenishm ent rule is

21 and what a notification rule is because they have  to be

22 separate, and we have to give some specific conto urs to those

23 definitions so that we keep the buckets separate.

24 And I think that's partly where we are driving wi th

25 our indefiniteness argument, that we really have to get some
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 1 precision around these terms.  And what happens, then, when we

 2 -- the move they make is to say, well, now let's look to the

 3 claim language.  I get when a notification is, I get what a

 4 replenishment rule is, it's something related to.

 5 I think we can see from, as illustrated by the

 6 indefiniteness argument, the danger that lies the re in coming

 7 up with claims that have some definition to them,  that have

 8 some contours the to them and that preserve disti nctness.

 9 Because, plainly, from looking at 230, a notifica tion rule can

10 also relate to queue replenishment, that's the pr oblem.  

11 Slide 16, a set of notification rules:  This, I

12 think, will become -- this will get into sharper relief when we

13 turn to the summary judgment argument.  You will -- in fact, if

14 it's all right, maybe we should do that.

15 THE COURT:  Well, I don't mean to muddy the waters

16 here, but, of course, I've read all three sets of  papers, so I

17 have in mind what we are going to be talking abou t soon.  So if

18 you want to talk about it now, that's okay, but C ounsel had

19 indicated he would prefer to keep them separate.

20 MR. JACOBS:  I'm happy to go with their approach.

21 THE COURT:  Okay.

22 MR. JACOBS:  A set of notification rules:  With

23 their relating-to language, it's infinitely elast ic.  And what

24 one sees in their infringement -- non-infringemen t opposition

25 is a stretch of these claim terms so that relatin g becomes sort
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 1 of what you might think of as indirectly relating  to.

 2 So if I send you a notification about a new movie ,

 3 and I tell you go here if you want to add that mo vie to your

 4 queue, all of a sudden, that's a notification tha t falls within

 5 the scope of the patent because in some broad sen se, arguably,

 6 it relates to queue replenishment, and it's a not ification

 7 about it.  And I think that's the problem we have  with their

 8 proposed construction.  And so we have intruded i nto our

 9 proposed construction some attempts to give some definitional

10 -- some meaningful content to these limitations.

11 A pause on one other point:  There is an extensiv e

12 prosecution history here, there was lots of back and forth with

13 the examiner.  But what the examiner kept on aski ng for was, in

14 fact, something precise and specific, so these li mitations get

15 added.

16 Now, in a classic plaintiff's move, all of a sudd en

17 the limping effect of those limitations evanesces  in proposed

18 definitions that are very loose.  Our goal here i s to keep some

19 precision around the limitations that were added in order to

20 obtain allowance.

21 So instead of rules governing, well, rules govern .

22 That's where govern comes from.  And govern also avoids

23 relating to -- I'm jumping ahead to Slide 17.  If  we've going

24 to govern the notifications, then we can imagine a set of rules

25 that is very focused on notifications and doesn't  spill over
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 1 into the separate set of rules that are about que ue

 2 replenishment.

 3 And then about the queue status, I think they're --

 4 so one of the things that always come comes up in  claim

 5 construction is, if you see something that shows up later on

 6 the had the claim language, do you include it in the definition

 7 in order to get some clarity around the term that  is being

 8 proposed?  I think their best argument here is th at there is

 9 language about the queue later on in the claim, s o what are we

10 doing putting it here in the definition?

11 The point is, what is a notification?  What is a set

12 of notification rules?  And we say it's -- notifi cation rules

13 are about queue status.  That is what the patent is driving at,

14 that it's what the essence of the invention is; w e are going to

15 send you notifications about the status of your q ueue and

16 whether you are about to run short.

17 And, in fact, if we look at the specification and

18 try to figure out what the specification is teach ing us about

19 what the -- I'm on 19 now -- about what the paten tee was really

20 all about, it's plain that we are talking about r ules that have

21 some -- that are not merely related to, but are d irected at,

22 that are -- that rule over certain -- the notific ations about

23 the queue.  And we have featured on Slide 19 the best extracts

24 from the specification in that regard.

25 Slide 20.
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 1 THE COURT:  May I ask you a question about -- 

 2 MR. JACOBS:  Sure.

 3 THE COURT:  -- specifications?

 4 This specification talks about objects -- one obj ect

 5 of the invention, and then another object and yet  another

 6 object.  And there is a list of, really, quite a few of those;

 7 I take it that the given -- not all of those have  to appear in

 8 every embodiment?

 9 MR. JACOBS:  Absolutely.  I think what we have to --

10 what would have been -- in a perfect world of Pat ent Office

11 procedure, the world of the future, the patentee would say,

12 these claims relate to this portion of the specif ication, I

13 haven't claimed other portions of the specificati on.

14 We don't have that here, so we of have to infer i t.

15 But clearly, there are objects of the invention t hat don't line

16 up with claims in this particular patent.

17 THE COURT:  But I will say that the language is

18 sufficiently fuzzy in the claims that it's hard, sometimes, to

19 figure out which objects do match with which part s of claims,

20 which may not be fatal indefiniteness, but it is a robust

21 challenge to try to figure that out.

22 MR. JACOBS:  I think a challenge is exactly the word

23 that comes to mind.

24 Now, Slide 20 is an important slide for a couple of

25 reasons here because the patentee is doing some r e-reading of
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 1 the specification here, too.  It is true the with in certain

 2 proposed -- certain portions of the specification  relating to

 3 the claimed invention, various options are descri bed, but those

 4 are not options in alternative embodiments, those  are options

 5 within the portion -- within the invention as des cribed.

 6 So here, for example, Notification Option 1:  Tha t's

 7 not a design choice, that's an option presented t o the user.

 8 The user is presented with Notification Option 1,  Notification

 9 Option 2, that is what the specification is drivi ng at.

10 So there is no place -- my best read of the

11 specification is there is no place where an embod iment is

12 proposed that is merely the following:  A periodi c notification

13 to the user that your queue is empty.  There is n othing as

14 limited as a proposed invention as that.

15 And listening to the patentee's argument a few

16 minutes ago, sprinkled through the argument was, oh, this is

17 what the invention was, just a notification that your queue is

18 empty from time to time.  And, by the way, if you  agree to the

19 terms of service, you agree to get that notificat ion.  This is

20 now their infringement theory, therefore you infr inge.

21 THE COURT:  All right.

22 MR. JACOBS:  I think I could skip ahead, to move

23 this along, to queue replenishment control rules.

24 I think we should -- with everything I've said ab out

25 indefiniteness, we should start with the plain la nguage here.
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 1 And note the power of the words:  Queue, replenis hment,

 2 control, and rules.  Those are powerful rules.  A nd one could

 3 imagine if -- and you'll see when we do the summa ry judgment

 4 argument that in many ways our non-infringement p osition could

 5 be done with just the words, alone, given what we  think we all

 6 mean by words like replenishment.  But they have managed to

 7 stake out an infringement theory that turns on th e vagueness,

 8 or their belief that those words are vague.  So t his is sort of

 9 a reactive construction in that sense:

10 "Governing when to review the subscriber's rental

11 queue and whether to automatically add media item s to the

12 queue."

13 We think this flows -- this is the essence of the

14 invention, that the system is going to review the  queue

15 periodically, as elected by the subscriber, and t he system is

16 going to determine by itself, automatically, auto -ship from the

17 figures whether to add a DVD to your Netflix queu e.

18 Once again, we have governing versus relating to.

19 Governing, it's possible there is another word be sides

20 governing:  Directed to, focused on, but governin g -- but rules

21 govern; hence, we chose govern.

22 When to review:  Well, this comes very much from the

23 plain language and from the prosecution history.  It's pretty

24 clear in describing what these queue replenishmen t control

25 rules are all about, that they are about, among o ther things,
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 1 determining when the subscriber's rental queue sh ould be

 2 modified, under what circumstances, under what --  pursuant to

 3 what triggering event?

 4 And then this whole notion that we are adding

 5 something by way of automatically, that is not a part of the

 6 essence of the invention, it is probably the most  extreme

 7 departure from what the patentee wrote he had inv ented that the

 8 patentee is putting forward today, whether to add  automatically

 9 add -- the system -- it's over and over again:  T he system is

10 automatically replenishing the queue.

11 When we are talking about queue replenishment

12 control rules, we are not talking about rules tha t in some way

13 affect what the user is going to do if the user g oes into her

14 queue and tries to add -- and tries to add a titl e.  Every time

15 we talk about queue replenishment control, it's a bout what the

16 system is going to do when confronted with a low or empty

17 queue.

18 And, in fact, in the prosecution history, this is  a

19 key fragment, if one is looking for definitive au thority on

20 point.  And on the bottom of Slide 27, there is a  discussion of

21 original claim 7, which issued as claim 13, and t he patentee

22 said to the Patent Office, we are talking about r ules which

23 automatically cause a modification to a subscribe r rental

24 queue.  

25 Now, authorized by the subscriber -- I'm jumping
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 1 ahead to 30.

 2 THE COURT:  All right.

 3 MR. JACOBS:  The dispute is on two -- really, on two

 4 dimensions of an axis -- on two dimensions of a m atrix.  One

 5 axis is the level of a sense required by the user ; is it an

 6 affirmative, yes, I want this?  The other is the level of

 7 specificity of the assent.  And am I selecting am ong choices,

 8 or -- in their view, am I merely passively saying , yes, I want

 9 to be a Netflix subscriber, send me everything yo u are sending.

10 Or, is it send me a particular piece of news that  somehow

11 relates to queues in a very indirect way?

12 Our position is the specification is talking abou t a

13 robust system by which the user makes very specif ic choices

14 about what's going to happen to their queue and w hat kind of

15 notifications they are going to get.  That is wha t is in Figure

16 1 of the patent.  And Figure 1 is our best guide to what this

17 invention was really all about.

18 This term isn't defined in the specification in a

19 way that allows us just to pull in some words fro m the spec.  A

20 subscriber's selection among choices is another w ay of saying

21 what we think authorized by the subscriber amount s to.

22 If one looks at their brief as to what they are

23 driving at, one can see how far they are trying t o stretch

24 authorized by the subscriber.  It really is, you agreed to be a

25 Netflix subscriber, therefore, you opted in to al l of the queue
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 1 replenishment control rules and notification rule s that they

 2 say are there.  That's not robust user choice, th at's not what

 3 the specification is driving at.

 4 And, in fact, on Slide 32, we are really back to

 5 where we started:  The specification makes clear that an object

 6 of this intelligence queue monitoring system is i t allows

 7 subscribers/purchasers to define policies and rul es, define

 8 policies and rules, a set of rules within the lan guage of the

 9 claim.  You don't allows users to define policies  and rules

10 merely by having them opt into the whole -- to th e whole system

11 in -- all at once and in its largest sense.

12 And then, again, if we look at the figures, we se e

13 the specific -- we see the level of specificity t hat the user

14 is presented with on Slide 33.  Again, we are not  wedded to

15 this particular user interface, but what this -- what Figure 2

16 shows us is the level of specificity that the pat entee thought

17 he was providing and thought he had invented.

18 And then again in Slide 34, other passages of the  --

19 of the specification.  The second one here, the q ueue control

20 options display area is unique to the present inv ention.  This

21 field identifies a set of sub-subscriber queue co ntrol options

22 in place for a subscriber as well as links to an additional

23 features.  So this is the patentee saying this is  what I have

24 invented, the unique aspect of my invention.

25 I think that I will rest here as well.  We've
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 1 covered the key three terms.  And I think we did meet in the

 2 briefs.  So if we want to go off into other terms , fine, but

 3 our recommendation would be to talk about summary  judgment now.

 4 MR. NEWTON:  We agree, as well.

 5 May I have just brief rebuttal?

 6 THE COURT:  Well, sure, but I don't mean to cut your

 7 colleague out of -- 

 8 MR. NEWTON:  No, she gets to do the Netflix summary

 9 judgment.

10 THE COURT:  All right.

11 MR. NEWTON:  She's got an important part.  

12 Just briefly, he talked about the inventor being

13 frustrated:  His initial frustration was that he sat for a

14 month, didn't receive any Netfilx movies and wond ered why.  He

15 eventually logged into the system, and he said, y ou know, if

16 someone sent me a notice, I would have done somet hing, I would

17 have had movies lined up, and they would have com e.  

18 That is the ah-hah moment that started it all.  I

19 mean, when he sat down, obviously, he's a smart p erson, and

20 said, well, what else could I do?  So the spec go t a lot

21 bigger.

22 But they are trying to read the detailed

23 specification and limit one of the fundamental ob jects of the

24 invention is to simply give you notice that your queue is empty

25 and let you do something about it.
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 1 THE COURT:  I was kind of touched by the

 2 specification, actually, because you could tell t hat the

 3 inventor was really desperate when a day or two m ight go by

 4 without a movie coming in the mail.

 5 (Laughter.)  

 6 MR. NEWTON:  No, but he was frustrated with the

 7 month.  I mean, he sat around and didn't get any movies and

 8 said, I can do this better.

 9 Now, I think Netflix had business reasons for not

10 doing it.  Quite frankly, the more movies you hav e to send out,

11 the more it costs.  So, the teaching at that time  was get as

12 many people to the web site because you want log in to make

13 advertising money.  And you don't want to have to  send out

14 movies.

15 And so the more notices you send, the more people

16 are going to be using the system.  That costs you  money, so the

17 thinking there was the exactly the opposite way.  Mr. Gross,

18 being a subscriber, he didn't care how they ran t heir business

19 and their costs, so he did the right thing.

20 As far as the specification being contradictory o r

21 confusing about what's notice what's queue, I mea n, they are

22 interspersed, they work together.  So in Figure 2 , box 230, you

23 know the fact that you might send a notice and th en auto-ship,

24 well, the notice part is send me a notice, and th e auto-ship is

25 what you're going to do to fill the queue.  It pl ainly can be
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 1 divided and see that part of that is a notificati on:  Please

 2 send me a notice; the other part is please fill m y queue

 3 automatically, or auto-ship and let me decide whe ther -- or put

 4 it my queue and let me make my decision as to whe ther it should

 5 be added at a later time.  

 6 Another thing is, a lot of the specification is

 7 written from the perspective of subscriber pickin g options;

 8 well, those options are ultimately implemented in  computer

 9 rules, and the claims are written from the perspe ctive of the

10 head-in system, where you have rules that are def ined.

11 THE COURT:  Did he actually write all the programs

12 as well, or was it just the idea?

13 MR. NEWTON:  The idea of doing it.  But, you know, I

14 think actually implementing the computer code wou ld be well

15 within the knowledge of one skilled in the art, o nce you know

16 what you want to do.

17 THE COURT:  Okay.

18 MR. NEWTON:  So, just a few other points.

19 I think with regard to the idea of automatic

20 addition, if you'll look at claim 1, it adds a wh erein clause

21 that talks about having a first choice to automat ically trigger

22 modification of subscriber rental queue and a sec ond choice,

23 which does not trigger a modification of subscrib er queue.  So,

24 claim 1 talks about having two choices, it's not fundamental to

25 the invention that you necessarily automatically add.  And
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 1 claim 1 exemplifies that situation.

 2 Counsel suggested that there are statements in th e

 3 file history where, basically, we're playing fast  and loose; we

 4 told the Patent Office one thing, and now we are trying to

 5 expand the scope of the claims beyond what we tol d the Patent

 6 Office the invention is.  In all honestly, (sic) I don't

 7 believe that situation exists here.  I think the examiner, in

 8 fact, took a fairly broad view of what some of th e limitations

 9 mean.  And the patent applicant was saying no, no , no, it's not

10 that broad.

11 You know, ultimately, the patent examiner wouldn' t

12 give in.  He said, yeah, it is, I'm finding this in the

13 Hastings reference; I'm finding queue replenishme nt control

14 rules in the Hastings reference, where Mr. Gross said no, it's

15 not.

16 So, I don't know if they cited to you any situati on

17 where they have a true prosecution history estopp el.  I don't

18 think that there is any of that kind of tell the Patent Office

19 one thing and now come back and construe your cla ims broadly.

20 I think we just have a classic case of a plaintif f

21 who is trying to construe things one way and a de fendant who's

22 trying to construe them another way.  And the typ ical argument

23 about how much of the specification are you going  to read in

24 the claims exists in this case.

25 Your Honor, that's all I have on rebuttal.
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 1 THE COURT:  All right, thank you.

 2 MR. JACOBS:  Summary judgment?

 3 THE COURT:  All right.

 4 MR. JACOBS:  We'll do Netflix first.  Okay?

 5 One point of sur-rebuttal?  The examiner uses the  -- 

 6 THE COURT:  What's that?

 7 MR. JACOBS:  Huh?

 8 (Picture of baby flashes on monitor.)  

 9 MS. WHITE:  I was just switching our sets of slides.

10 MR. JACOBS:  Oh.

11 THE COURT:  That's really that's dirty pool.  That's

12 a really cute baby.

13 (Laughter.)  

14 MR. JACOBS:  One point of sur-rebuttal:  The

15 examiner, of course, adopts -- this is well known  -- the

16 examiner adopts the broadest reasonable construct ion during

17 prosecution.

18 THE COURT:  That's what he's supposed to do.

19 MR. JACOBS:  Exactly, and that is not closely

20 correlated with the construction one adopts durin g claim

21 construction.

22 We have a procedural issue with substantive

23 implications on the summary judgment motion.  We have addressed

24 the evidence they adduced in their opposition, an d that is what

25 we are prepared to argue today.  There is -- in t heir slides,
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 1 you will see, when we get to it, there are slides  and arguments

 2 that are new, they are not of record, if you will , in the

 3 summary judgment context; I propose to set those aside for now.

 4 We can deal with them when they come up in the pa tentee's

 5 presentation, if that's all right with Your Honor .

 6 THE COURT:  That's fine.

 7 And, in the event that your procedural objection

 8 were for any reason overruled, then I would certa inly permit

 9 further briefing.

10 MR. JACOBS:  Great.

11 So, on Slide 2, we've listed the -- what we think

12 are the accused Netflix features.  You may want t o pull that

13 out and -- I'm going to do it now -- set aside be cause it's

14 useful to keep track of where we are in the argum ent.

15 The next two slides are by way of tutorial.  If t he

16 Court has not seen the Netflix system, this is wh at the Netflix

17 queue actually looks like.

18 THE COURT:  I should tell you, I've never seen any

19 of this stuff.

20 MR. JACOBS:  Okay.

21 This is what the Netflix queue looks like if you are

22 on your Internet browser.  And you will see there  is a tab --

23 there are five tabs across the top, and the middl e tab is your

24 queue.  

25 So, in these screen shots, we have moused over an d
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 1 clicked on your queue and then are showing what o ne sees in

 2 one's Netflix queue.  And the way this works is t here are

 3 actually, although it's a little odd to think of it as a queue,

 4 there are two kinds of titles in the Netflix queu e.  There are

 5 the actual physical DVDs, so DVD 8 over there in the left tab.

 6 THE COURT:  Uh-huh.

 7 MR. JACOBS:  And then, there is something called

 8 "Watch Instantly on Netflix," where you can just stream to your

 9 computer, you just download it any time you want.

10 THE COURT:  Okay.

11 MR. JACOBS:  This case is not really about the

12 instant queue, but the DVD, the physical queue.  And the way

13 this works is that there is a list -- you see the  list order

14 box there on the lower left-hand corner?

15 THE COURT:  Yes, uh-huh.

16 MR. JACOBS:  If you want to move your title around,

17 you change the number of your order, or you shift  it using the

18 next little button over.  

19 And then, over on the right-hand side, there is a

20 button that says, "Update DVD Queue"; you click t hat button,

21 and your queue is reshuffled pursuant to your dir ection.  So,

22 if you want to change the order of your titles, o r if you want

23 to add a title, you do those steps and then you s ay, "Update

24 DVD Queue," and lo and behold, your queue shifts around.

25 As you move across on the right, so you've got th e
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 1 Curious Case of Benjamin Button; it's a DVD, so it's not going

 2 to get an instant rating.  Those are -- the star rating is what

 3 the Netflix users thought of that movie.  What ge nre it's in:

 4 It's a drama; when it might ship, it's available now.  And then

 5 if you want to take it off the queue, you use the  right-hand

 6 column.  And again, you would click "Update DVD Q ueue."

 7 None of this, neither of those slides, no portray al

 8 of the Netflix queue is part of the plaintiff's i nfringement

 9 accusations.  All of it relates to ancillary aspe cts of the

10 Netflix service, which plaintiff then tries to li nk into the

11 queue.

12 You saw in both our claim construction briefing a nd

13 our summary judgment motion our emphasis on -- th at I also

14 focused on a few minutes ago about the proposed n ew solutions

15 to the Netflix problem, I don't need to do that a gain, on Slide

16 8.  

17 So do we have a set of notification rules in the

18 Netflix system, as identified by the plaintiff?  Well, the

19 terms of use are the first thing they point to, a nd we'll show

20 you that doesn't have anything to do with notific ation.  

21 The "account hold" feature, the same.  And then,

22 Netflix Friends, Movie Notes, and Face Connect:  These are

23 really far out; they just have nothing to do with  the claim

24 language.  And these illustrate the point I was d riving at

25 before, that construction is probably helpful, bu t you'll see,
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 1 just looking at the claim language, the assertion s border on

 2 the frivolous.

 3 So queue replenishment control rules:  If you loo k

 4 -- I'm on Slide 9.  If you look at -- the whole c laim

 5 limitation requires a separate set of queue reple nishment

 6 control rules authorized by the subscriber so tha t said

 7 computer can determine if a composition should be  altered

 8 through additions of playable media titles, et ce tera.  So

 9 you'll see as we go through this that there is no thing that

10 meets that limitation.

11 It is true, Slide 10, that Netflix will sometimes

12 ship a DVD that's not at the top of the queue.  S o, if your

13 topmost selection is out and not available for sh ipment, then

14 you'll get something lower down that is available .

15 But this is not about adding or reordering the

16 queue, it's just about taking an entry out of seq uence.  And

17 we'll show you that from the prosecution history that that was

18 disclaimed.

19 And then, finally, these rules are not authorized  by

20 the subscriber in any meaningful sense.  The subs criber never

21 chooses notifications that are related to the que ue, never

22 chooses replenishment rules.  

23 So let's take a look:  We have the terms of use - -

24 and what I'm showing you now is part of the summa ry judgment

25 record.  Here are the terms of use:  There is not hing on these
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 1 terms of use that describe notifications about yo ur queue.  So

 2 not only is -- do you -- is the term of use very broad, in the

 3 sense that you are signing onto the whole Netflix  system, but

 4 there isn't even a specific mention in the terms of use about

 5 notifications about your queue.

 6 So while you are, of course, in the broadest sens e

 7 agreeing to the Netflix system, it's -- there rea lly is no

 8 specific mention of notification rules governing --

 9 notifications governing queue status -- or about queue status.

10 And so, what they're pointing at on Slide 14:  We 'll

11 send you an e-mail letting you know that we have shipped you

12 something, and we'll let you know when you've ret urned a movie,

13 but those aren't notification rules within the me aning of the

14 claims.

15 There is on Slide 15 this notification of the use r

16 that we will ship you the highest listed queue, b ut if

17 availability is limited, we may go down in the qu eue.  But,

18 that is part of the global Netflix system, it's n ot a

19 notification about the particular status of the q ueue in terms

20 of needing -- having anything to do with replenis hment.

21 And then, of course, authorized by the subscriber ,

22 as we've pointed -- I'm on Slide 16 now -- the su bscriber

23 doesn't make any choices about queue replenishmen t or

24 notification in the terms of use.  So, we think w e can just --

25 the terms of use just -- the infringement argumen t on the terms
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 1 of use is really quite weak.

 2 On Slide 18, they -- 

 3 THE COURT:  Well, he says, of course, that if you

 4 sign up, you've authorized them to do what they s aid they'd do,

 5 which includes notifying you from time to time.

 6 MR. JACOBS:  So the two problems with that are that

 7 the notification is not notification -- they are not the

 8 notifications that are driven by the set of notif ication rules

 9 that are required by the claim.

10 And then, the second problem is, just a global

11 authorization to the whole system isn't the what this patent

12 means by authorized by the subscriber.

13 On account hold, this is like calling up your

14 newspaper and saying, I'm going away for two week s.  There is

15 an online mechanism for account hold.  They accus e this of

16 being a queue notification rule; I don't see how it's anything

17 to do with any notifications, and certainly not n otification

18 about your rental queue.  It's simply an option f or you to put

19 your account on hold.

20 If we go to Movie Notes on Slide 23, Movie Notes are

21 ways that people can tell you about movies they l ike.  The

22 specification says nothing about that being -- gi ves no hint

23 that that is a queue notification rule.  And it i sn't a queue

24 notification rule.  It says nothing about the que ue.  It is a

25 recommendation from your friend.
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 1 And, of course, there is no particular authorizat ion

 2 about this, either.  You don't say when you are - - you don't

 3 click a box that says I want to get notifications  on rental

 4 queue status from my friend, so that I will then have new

 5 movies in my queue.  You never give anybody that kind of

 6 permission; you always decide what goes in your q ueue.

 7 Facebook Connect:  Very similar.  It's how you sh are

 8 your ratings online -- I'm skipping ahead to 27.  How this

 9 could be about a queue notification, it's about m ovie titles

10 that people like.  They are sharing information a bout titles

11 that they like.

12 It has nothing to do with rules governing

13 notifications on your rental queue.  There is no particular

14 authorization of something about the queue that i s associated

15 with sharing your Netflix moving ratings, using F acebook.

16 So Facebook Connect, it's really very -- it is so

17 far afield that it's hard -- it's hard really to grapple with

18 it in the particular context of this claim langua ge.

19 For queue replenishment control rules, there are

20 several other items that the patentee is accusing .  On Slide

21 31:  So you can -- this is where this issue of wh at the system

22 is doing versus what the user is doing from the c laim

23 construction standpoint is relevant.  You can set  up family

24 members in Netflix, and you can say, Netflix syst em, don't

25 allow my teenaged son to rent R-rated movies.
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 1 So their argument is that if my teenaged son trie s

 2 to add R-rated movies to replenish his queue, Net flix will say,

 3 no, you can't do that; therefore, that's a queue replenishment

 4 control rule.  Well, it is a rule, and it is a ru le about what

 5 a user can do by way of adding titles to one's qu eue.  It is a

 6 limitation.

 7 What it is not about is direction to the system

 8 about what to do in adding titles to your queue a bsent any

 9 involvement by you.  And that's why, from the cla im

10 construction standpoint and looking solely at que ue

11 replenishment control rules in isolation, this is  important.

12 Now, when you go on and look at the rest of the

13 claim language, if you go ahead to Slide 33.

14 THE COURT:  On Slide 31 -- 

15 MR. JACOBS:  Um-hmm.

16 THE COURT:  Do you see the mom there has two circles

17 over her head?

18 MR. JACOBS:  Yeah?  

19 THE COURT:  What does that mean?

20 MR. JACOBS:  I don't know.  

21 (Co-counsel approaches podium.)  

22 MR. KREEGER:  I can address that.

23 MR. JACOBS:  Go ahead.

24 THE COURT REPORTER:  State your name --

25 MR. KREEGER:  Matthew Kreeger from Morrison &
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 1 Foerster.

 2 The way the user profiles are established, you ca n

 3 -- back up.

 4 The system allows you to specify a certain number  of

 5 DVDs that you will have at your house at any one time.  So you

 6 can pay more and have five titles out at a time, or pay less

 7 and have only one title out at a time.  

 8 This user profile allows you to say, well, mom is

 9 going to get to rent two, dad gets to rent one, a nd you

10 basically have three queues going, one for each o f the

11 household members.

12 THE COURT:  Good for Mom.

13 (Laughter.)  

14 MR. JACOBS:  Yes.

15 THE COURT:  Okay.

16 MR. JACOBS:  So, if you go to Slide 33 and look at

17 the rest of the claim language:  "A separate set of queue

18 replenishment control rules authorized by the sub scriber so

19 that said computer can determine if a composition  should be

20 altered through additions of playable media title s into an

21 order." 

22 So our automatic argument may be their best claim

23 construction argument, but non-infringement argum ent is, look,

24 it's got to be the computer that is determining i f the

25 composition should be altered.  And there is no i ndication
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 1 there that it's merely imposing a limitation on u ser behavior.

 2 The computer is doing the alteration, and that is  what the

 3 invention is all about.

 4 Shipping address and subscription plans are, once

 5 again, very far afield.  The shipping address fea ture on Slide

 6 35 is just, we'll ship to you from wherever we th ink is best to

 7 get you your title.  How that has anything to do with queue

 8 replenishment control rules is a mystery.  And, o f course,

 9 there is no -- once again, there is no specific a uthorization

10 by the subscriber, this is just the way Netflix o perates.

11 And then, subscription plans are specifically

12 described in Hastings and were a part of Netflix from the

13 beginning.  They are not queue replenishment cont rol rules;

14 they are how many DVDs you can have out at any on e time.

15 And, in fact, when it came to this issue of the

16 order of shipping -- I'm on Slide 42 now -- as th e Hastings

17 system was being described, and it was noted that  you can get

18 DVDs out of sequence, the patentee said, this isn 't what we

19 mean by queue replenishment or queue control.

20 Nor does Hastings show any mechanism -- I'm on th e

21 last line -- "for changing and ordering of titles  in the queue,

22 it remains precisely as before, even if the DVD i s moved into

23 delivered status."

24 So, as we march through their opposition, and wha t

25 they accused of infringement in their opposition to our summary
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 1 judgment motion, we don't see anything coming clo se to what we

 2 think a natural reading or a properly construed r eading of the

 3 claim language represents.

 4 And all that it really suggests is, to us, is tha t

 5 it is important to do meaningful claim constructi on here to

 6 impose some boundaries on these claims because if  the patentee

 7 can read them so broadly, then there is elasticit y there that

 8 must be addressed.

 9 THE COURT:  All right, thank you.

10 MS. WHITE:  Now, Your Honor, I'm going to skip over

11 a few things in the beginning, because I think we  have gone

12 over a lot of the claim construction issues in de pth.  So we

13 might as well just get to the meat of Netflix's i nfringement

14 here.

15 So if you can go to Slide 7, there is an e-mail

16 subscription page, which is part of the Netflix s ystem.  If you

17 log into Netflix, this is one of the pages you ca n go to within

18 your use account where you can subscribe to certa in e-mail

19 notifications that they will choose to send out.

20 So you have a check box in front of several of th ese

21 e-mails choices where you can check and decide th at you are

22 going to subscribe and receive certain things, or  you are going

23 to uncheck and decide you are not going to receiv e other

24 things.

25 And let's look at what some of these actual
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 1 subscriptions are.

 2 Go to the next page.

 3 One of the things that you have a choice as to

 4 whether you want to receive are the Movie Notes.  It's one of

 5 the options on the e-mail subscription page.  You  check that,

 6 and then you can receive these e-mail messages fr om Netflix

 7 describing a movie that a friend of yours has enj oyed and

 8 giving you whatever synopsis your friend has, plu s the synopsis

 9 that is in the Netflix system.

10 THE COURT:  And you view this as a what, now?

11 MS. WHITE:  This is a notification rule.

12 THE COURT:  This is a notification rule.

13 MS. WHITE:  Because if you go to the e-mail

14 subscription page, you can choose which one of th ese types of

15 e-mails you would like to receive.  With a check box next to

16 each one of these different types of e-mails, you  check, say I

17 would like to receive Movie Notes.

18 And that is a notification rule because you are

19 going to be notified of your friends' reviews of certain

20 movies.  And when you get that movie note review in your

21 e-mail, it will have a place where you can add th is movie to

22 your queue.  So, this is a notification rule that  allows you to

23 add something to your queue based on some input f rom other some

24 other people.

25 And if you go onto the next slide, another such i tem
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 1 that is on that e-mail subscription page is somet hing called

 2 Netflix News.  Netflix News is something that you  can select on

 3 that page.  And it may contain information about your queue

 4 because there are several different variations of  the Netflix

 5 News e-mail.

 6 So if you go to -- 

 7 (Attorney Jacobs rises.)  

 8 THE COURT:  Is this one of your issues?

 9 MR. JACOBS:  This is one of our issues, Your Honor.

10 Netflix News and the Netflix News notification is  not part of

11 their opposition.

12 MS. WHITE:  Netflix News is something that was

13 discussed within their papers.  One of the things  that Netflix

14 described as generically not containing informati on about your

15 queue.  It says that this is generic movie notes,  movie reviews

16 and notes about that, and it doesn't specifically  address it, a

17 subscriber's queue.

18 THE COURT:  Well, I don't know if it's in or out.

19 It's certainly similar to the other two things we  have been

20 talking about.  I'll listen to what you have to s ay, and if you

21 need to file something subsequently, you sure may .

22 MS. WHITE:  If you look at Slide 10, these are two

23 examples of Netflix News.  There are many differe nt variations

24 of the Netflix News e-mail.  Some of them contain  information

25 about queues; some of them don't.  But, it's some thing that you
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 1 can specifically decide that you want to receive:  a Netflix

 2 News e-mail.

 3 In these two examples, in the first one, the

 4 subscriber has nothing in their queue.  This subs criber, you

 5 know, the box up in the upper right-hand corner, mentions their

 6 queue and says, hey, it's empty.  You could add s ome movies.

 7 And it throws in some in other recommendations of  things you

 8 might want to add.

 9 The second e-mail on here, there are two movies t he

10 subscriber has placed in their queue, and they've  got a plan

11 where they can take three out, and they're like, hey, you still

12 have some room in your queue to get something els e.  These are

13 some avenues where you can find some other option s to add to

14 your queue.  And these are just two examples of t he Netflix

15 News.  There are many different examples of the N etflix News

16 e-mail, but these are just two of the possibiliti es of what you

17 could receive when you choose to sign up for Netf lix News.  

18 MR. JACOBS:  Your Honor, that book ends the

19 objection on these slides.

20 THE COURT:  Okay, thank you.

21 MS. WHITE:  And if you go into Slide 11, it's just

22 showing at the bottom of the Netflix News e-mail where there is

23 a place to click this link, and it will take you back to the

24 e-mail subscription page.  If you decide you no l onger want to

25 receive the e-mail, it will allow you to uncheck that box and
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 1 no longer receive Netflix News.  So it just shows  that you can

 2 authorize and change your authorization, at a lat er point, just

 3 by checking that box.

 4 Now, the Facebook Connect feature: It's a new opt ion

 5 that Netflix has recently allowed its subscribers  to do.  And

 6 here, the Netflix user has to go into Netflix and  authorize

 7 Netflix to communicate with that user's Facebook account.

 8 After the user agrees to connect his Facebook

 9 account and his Netflix account, the user will th en be

10 receiving messages on their Facebook wall.  These  electronic

11 notifications will include information about movi es that have

12 been rated by people that they are friends with, so that they

13 can see a rating on a particular movie, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 stars.

14 And they will have the ability to add that movie to their

15 queue, if they like that particular movie.

16 Now, if we go on to the terms of use on Slide 13,

17 the terms of use implicate some notification rule s because it

18 allows Netflix to set a baseline of services of w hat sort of

19 notification you should expect to receive as a su bscriber.  And

20 you have to agree to these terms of use if you ar e going to use

21 the Netflix system.  

22 And we believe that this is a meaningful choice

23 because in many situations -- 

24 THE COURT:  So you can choose not to join Netflix.

25 MS. WHITE:  Yes.  And it's an option. You can not to
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 1 join Netflix, you can choose to join --

 2 THE COURT:  But then you are not a subscriber, like

 3 they talked about in the patent, if you don't sig n on.

 4 MS. WHITE:  But once you sign on, you are a

 5 subscriber who has chosen to be governed by this particular set

 6 of rules.

 7 THE COURT:  I have to tell you, I think that's a

 8 real stretch, but I understand what you've said.

 9 MS. WHITE:  Well, implicated in these particular

10 rules are some choices about notification and oth er things.

11 And to become a subscriber, I think every sort of  relationship,

12 you have to have some sort of rules to agree to, as a baseline.

13 Just like, you know, we have all come to court he re today,

14 there are rules that are implicit in coming to co urt.  And

15 there are rules implicit in being a Netflix subsc riber, such as

16 agreeing to the terms of use.

17 THE COURT:  I know, but I mean, certainly, the

18 implication of your patent is that you are not st uck with one

19 thing, that the beauty of it is that you can choo se -- you can

20 choose many different ways to approach your desir e to get

21 movies.  

22 MS. WHITE:  Well, there are considered some default

23 rules in the situation.  The terms of use are sor t of the

24 default baseline rules.  And it's not the only ex ample of the

25 notification rules.  So even if Your Honor does n ot believe
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 1 that the terms of use themselves are a notificati on rule, there

 2 are other things in the system that we believe ar e notification

 3 rules.

 4 THE COURT:  Like the ones you just mentioned.

 5 MS. WHITE:  Yes, like the ones we just mentioned.

 6 These are just examples of some of the things we point to as

 7 notification rules.

 8 Just to quickly look at Slide 14, when you agree

 9 to -- 

10 MR. JACOBS:  Excuse me, Your Honor.

11 This is another one that wasn't in their oppositi on.

12 THE COURT:  Okay, I'll make a note of that.

13 Okay.

14 MS. WHITE:  These are just examples of some shipping

15 and receiving e-mails that you receive as a Netfl ix subscriber

16 agreeing to the terms of use.  It's just saying a  movie has

17 shipped/a movie has been returned.  As a Netflix subscriber,

18 you will get these according to the terms of use.

19 THE COURT:  Did you always get these, or is this

20 new?

21 MS. WHITE:  There have been changes to these

22 particular e-mails over time.  So as they make de velopments,

23 they will take things in and out of these e-mails .

24 THE COURT:  I mean, one thing that I find confusing

25 about this whole situation is that this patent wa s evidently
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 1 developed -- well, by a Netflix user, so it was s omeone who was

 2 familiar with all the things Netflix already did.   

 3 And then you are now claiming some things that it 's

 4 not clear to me they only just now added.  Seems like they

 5 might have had these all along.

 6 MS. WHITE:  Netflix has made some changes throughout

 7 the years.  I mean, it's -- web development is so mething that

 8 can happen on a pretty rapid basis.

 9 THE COURT:  I know, but, for example, the thing that

10 says you to have click this box, and by clicking this box you

11 agree to all the things they have just told you; presumably,

12 they have done that since day one.  And you said that -- you

13 are using that as an example of an option that is  chosen; well,

14 that's always been there.  

15 MS. WHITE:  That's always been there, but there have

16 been changes to the terms of use as time has gone  on.  It

17 hasn't been the same set of rules from the beginn ing of Netflix

18 to now.  And we're saying that there are things t hat are in

19 those rules that we are looking at now as possibl y to be

20 notification rules.

21 As I said before, if Your Honor does not agree th at

22 those are notification rules, there are other thi ngs out there

23 that we do believe are notification rules, in add ition.  This

24 is just one thing we point to as a possible examp le of a

25 notification rule.
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 1 THE COURT:  Okay.

 2 MS. WHITE:  We can just move to slide -- let's move

 3 to Slide 17.  One of the things -- this is moving  on to the

 4 queue replenishment control rules.

 5 One of the things that we are pointing at as a

 6 possible queue replenishment control rule are the se account

 7 profiles.  And one of the things within your acco unt profile is

 8 the ability to set a maturity level.

 9 This is an example of a screen shot showing the p age

10 where an account owner can go through and set up one or more

11 profiles and establish a maturity level for each of those

12 profiles.  And, in addition, you can establish th e number of

13 DVDs allocated to each profile.

14 Now, here you have an account owner that is set t o

15 receive any movies they would like to receive bec ause they can

16 receive movies at all maturity levels.  And they have set a

17 subprofile, maybe for a child, where you can only  get movies

18 that are PG or lower.  And then, subprofile is on ly allowed to

19 get one DVD at a time, whereas the main account o wner can get

20 two DVDs out at a time.

21 Now, if you go to the next slide, what happens wh en

22 an account profile user tries to add a movie that  is above

23 their maturity level, the system will prevent the m from being

24 able to add this movie to their queue.  You will see that there

25 is a place in there that says, wait, password req uired; you
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 1 cannot add this sort of movie to your queue witho ut permission

 2 from the account owner.  And we look at this as a  queue

 3 replenishment control rule because it controls wh at sort of

 4 things can be added to the queue.

 5 Here, the computer is looking up to see what your

 6 maturity level is, and it will stop you from doin g something if

 7 you are doing something outside of what the rules  have

 8 established you can do.

 9 Going to the next slide:  Another thing that we l ook

10 at as a queue replenishment control rule is the a bility to add

11 Blu-Ray movies to your queue.  You can't add Blu- Ray movies to

12 your queue unless you have selected an additional  option that

13 will allow you to have Blu-Ray access.

14 THE COURT:  What is Blu-Ray?

15 MS. WHITE:  Blu-Ray is another type of DVD.  It's

16 like the newest format because you've got HDTVs n ow, and

17 Blu-Ray is just a clearer form of DVD so that you  can play

18 movies there.  It really feels like you are reall y there.

19 So if you go to the next slide, what happens when

20 you attempt to add a Blu-Ray movie?  You will get  a screen up

21 that says, you know, Blu-Ray is great; if you hav e to add

22 Blu-Ray movies to your account, you have to have Blu-Ray

23 access.  So there is a rule in there, the compute r will block

24 you from being able to add a Blu-Ray move to your  queue unless

25 you have paid the additional money to add Blu-Ray  movies in
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 1 your queue.

 2 We look at this as an additional queue replenishm ent

 3 control rule because it really has rules in there  where the

 4 computer will not allow you to add certain things  to your queue

 5 unless you have fulfilled certain requirements in  advance.

 6 And going on to the next slide, where we also ref er

 7 to some aspect of the terms of use here, but I th ink we can

 8 sort of gloss through these rather quickly.  

 9 The terms of use, and then we go on to the next

10 slide talking about shipping address.  And this r eally has to

11 do with ordering because if you look at the claim  language, you

12 are supposed to look -- claim language, the queue  replenishment

13 control rules will allow you to look at ordering as well as

14 altering the queue through additions.  

15 So that's what we're really getting at when we lo ok

16 at things like shipping address and the order in which things

17 are shipped out based on geography.  It'll change  the order in

18 which things come off the queue.  And that is the  aspect of

19 queue replenishment control rules that we are get ting at with

20 things like shipping address and those portions o f the terms of

21 use that we are looking at.

22 THE COURT:  All right.

23 MS. WHITE:  All right, any questions I can answer?

24 THE COURT:  No, that's good.  Thank you.

25 MS. WHITE:  Thank you.
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 1 MR. JACOBS:  I don't think I need any rebuttal time.

 2 THE COURT:  Okay.

 3 Now, do we have Blockbuster?

 4 MR. WOOTEN:  Can I speak from here.  

 5 THE COURT:  It would be better if you came up here.

 6 MR. WOOTEN:  If the Court will allow me, I need to

 7 start with a procedural point.

 8 Several of the papers in the things that are goin g

 9 to be mentioned in this have been marked "attorne ys eyes only."

10 It's my understanding, under the protective order , that I can

11 designate parts of transcript.

12 My own worry here is we have corporate

13 representatives from our competitor, Netflix, as well as Media

14 Queue, and that information needs to be discussed  in order to

15 fully explain -- 

16 THE COURT:  Well, let me tell you my opinion about

17 that.  I'm not sure that it's been brought to me in a formal

18 way, but my opinion is this:  If you want to brin g a motion for

19 summary judgment in my courtroom, on a case that is filed in

20 the public record, and there is some fact you wan t to tell me

21 about that you think I should rely upon in decidi ng that you

22 win this case without the further need for trial,  which is

23 really where we are -- 

24 MR. WOOTEN:  Okay.

25 THE COURT:  -- as far as I'm concerned, unless you
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 1 make special arrangements in advance with me, whi ch I would be

 2 reluctant to do, it's all on the public record.

 3 So having said that, I don't know how you want to

 4 proceed, but I favor this all being on the public  record.

 5 MR. WOOTEN:  Okay, we will proceed on the public

 6 record.

 7 THE COURT:  Okay.

 8 MR. WOOTEN:  The good news is, we have almost

 9 identical issues to those put forward by Netflix;  the systems

10 work very similar.

11 What I would like to do is point you to Slide 5.  I

12 think we can skip to there for the sake of time.

13 That slide starts with a factual background.  Wha t I

14 would like to do is have a brief explanation of h ow the

15 Blockbuster system used to work and how the Block buster system

16 works now.

17 THE COURT:  Okay.

18 MR. WOOTEN:  The Blockbuster online subscription

19 program was lunched in 2004.  And it was a part o f a

20 collaborative effort that had several third-party  vendors and

21 some in-house IT people putting together the sour ce code that

22 controlled the website interface for these subscr ibers.

23 And that programming allowed Blockbuster customer s

24 to go in and sign up for a subscription, accept t he terms and

25 conditions, like we have already discussed.  It a lso allowed
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 1 them to set certain particular preferences, where  they could go

 2 in and -- Your Honor's probably already seen some  of the slides

 3 that were produced, or the screen shots that were  produced in

 4 the pleadings, themselves, where we would allow c ustomers to

 5 select whether they want to have text notificatio ns or HTML,

 6 whether they wanted notification that we had ship ped their

 7 title to them that they just ordered, or whether we had

 8 received a title that they send back to us in the  mail.

 9 One of the selections you will see on that is tha t

10 there was a low queue/empty queue notification st atus.

11 THE COURT:  A what?

12 MR. WOOTEN:  A low queue/empty queue.  It was a

13 check that allowed the user, the subscriber, to b asically tell

14 Blockbuster, I want you to send me an electronic communication

15 when my queue gets low.

16 That process worked up until May 30th of 2007.  O n

17 May 30th, 2007, we have, if you look to page 6, p age 6 is a

18 screen shot representation of a query of that dat abase that is

19 generated by the Blockbuster subscription program .  And it

20 basically was queried to ask when was the last au tomated low

21 queue e-mail sent out, and that was May 30th, 200 7, at

22 6:00 p.m., if you look down to where the blue box  is set out

23 there.

24 This date is more than a year prior to the issuan ce

25 of the asserted '243 patent, so during the penden cy of the
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 1 enforceable period of this patent application, Bl ockbuster has

 2 not sent out these low queue automated e-mails; t hey have used

 3 a completely different process.

 4 If we can quickly flip through Slide 7?  All Slid e 7

 5 shows is that this automated function, it didn't work correctly

 6 when Blockbuster first instituted it.  They figur ed out it

 7 didn't work correctly, and that, in conjunction w ith wanting to

 8 send some e-mails with better graphics, caused th em to disable

 9 this function.  

10 So, really, what's going on here is if you see th e

11 read circled area, it has a zero entered in for d ates in

12 between the e-mails.  And then clearly under that , the last

13 line says "entering zero will turn off queue noti fication."  So

14 the automated queue notification has been turned off within

15 Blockbuster since May of '07.

16 If you'll flip quickly to Slide 8, we'll go forwa rd

17 on how Blockbuster does e-mail notifications now,  with respect

18 to having monitored the queue.  I think that Netf lix properly

19 pointed out that the big dispute here that we're having between

20 Media Queue and both Netflix and Blockbuster defe ndants, is it

21 relating to or is it governing what's being done for both sets

22 of rules?

23 What Blockbuster does in this system now, is with

24 respect to the queue notification, this low queue  e-mail, they

25 will send their users an e-mail that says, hey, y our queue has
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 1 a low queue status.  They don't tell you how many  movies that

 2 are in there.  And the reason for that is the way  it's

 3 obtained.

 4 The way this information is obtained is they have  a

 5 -- analytics employee that basically drafted some  script that

 6 sat on his computer.  He would take that script a nd go back to

 7 that screen that we showed previously, where they  would doing

 8 the query of the database, he would run that quer y on the

 9 database or a mirror image of that database.

10 And he would arbitrarily select, based on input f rom

11 the marketing and the product groups at Blockbust er how many

12 movies he was going to look for.  Some days it wo uld be zero

13 some days it would be nine.  For the most part, i t was

14 routinely between zero and three that they would go look at.

15 But it was -- every time it was sent, there was a

16 decision.  It might have been the same for a week , but then,

17 the next week they might have gone from zero to t hree queues

18 based on -- on how Blockbuster online was doing.  But that

19 information was never relayed to the Blockbuster subscribers,

20 so there was no way they ever authorized that par ticular aspect

21 of the rule.

22 Now, the analytics employee would run this.  And the

23 script has various modules in it.  One of the mod ules allows

24 them to select for people that have between one a nd nine

25 titles; one of the modules allowed them to select  for people
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 1 that had zero titles in their queue.  One allowed  them to

 2 eliminate people that hadn't -- hadn't subscribed  to the system

 3 within 180 days, so we didn't pepper new subscrib ers.

 4 Essentially, what would happen is that script wou ld

 5 run, we would get whatever the level was we were looking for,

 6 so all the customers that had zero queues in thei r e-mail, for

 7 example, or zero titles in their queue, for examp le, we would

 8 pull their e-mail list; we would then upload that  e-mail list

 9 as data to a file transfer program where our thir d party e-mail

10 vendor, Merkle, would come in, download the progr am.  

11 They would then take that e-mail list and a templ ate

12 e-mail that we sent them that said this is the e- mail we want

13 to send out today, or this is the e-mail we want to send out

14 this week.  And that template e-mail would be use d for each

15 individual so everybody got the same e-mail.

16 There were recommendations like -- not

17 recommendations, but there would be particular mo vies listed on

18 there.  And you'll see in the pleadings some of t hose e-mails,

19 and they will have a little movie box that says, "add to

20 queue"; those movies were the same for each indiv idual.

21 So Merkle would take that list, put it together,

22 personalize it.  The only personalized aspect of it is putting

23 on the individual subscriber's first name.  Or, i f we didn't

24 have the first name and the registration informat ion, then we

25 would put, "Dear valued customer."
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 1 That's how the method works at Blockbuster.  That  is

 2 how the method has worked.  It's been the only tr uly queue

 3 monitoring-type rules that have been used by Bloc kbuster since

 4 May 30th, 2007.  The last one of those e-mails wa s sent out

 5 approximately late January of 2009.

 6 I think we can skip over most of the rest of this

 7 about the differentiation between notification ru les and

 8 somebody sending an e-mail that says, hey, your t itle's

 9 shipped, or somebody is sending an e-mail that sa ys we received

10 your title.  It's the exact same arguments that w e had for

11 Blockbuster.  

12 So, if you have particular questions on that aspe ct

13 of how it works, I'm more than happy to try to an swer those.

14 But as far as rehashing it, I think we'll save th e Court some

15 time and flip through that.

16 If you'll flip quickly to page 11, this is one of

17 the web site interactions that I was referencing where you

18 have, actually, a selectable aspect where you can  come in and

19 you can say I want a HTML or I want a text e-mail ; I want a

20 title-shipped e-mail; I want a title-received e-m ail; in other

21 words, when you ship me a title, I want notice th at it got

22 shipped.  When you get a title back, I want notic e.  

23 Our problem is the exact same as Netflix; those

24 cannot qualify as notification rules that are use d to monitor

25 the subscriber's rental queue, they are simply no tifying them
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 1 that these are the occurrences that are -- that a re happening.

 2 Now, the last block you will see the is the low

 3 queue/empty queue notification.  Prior to May 30t h, 2007, that

 4 was actually taken into account.  Since then, the  ad hoc Merkle

 5 vendor-based manual application, it has not been taken into

 6 account.  It's not one of the fields that is refe renced within

 7 the SQL search. 

 8 So, in summary, we can probably boil that down to  we

 9 -- Blockbuster does not provide any notification rules that are

10 authorized by the subscriber that are used to mon itor this

11 queue and send out this e-mail.  In our view, thi s is the only

12 queue-related e-mail that we send out that is bas ed on a rule

13 that is used to monitor the subscriber's queue.

14 And I think I can hold off there.

15 THE COURT:  All right.  Thank you.

16 (Attorney Newton approaches podium.)  

17 MR. WOOTEN:  Oh -- if I could, one last point?

18 MR. NEWTON:  Sure.

19 MR. WOOTEN:  In Netflix -- in Netflix.  

20 In Media Queue's pleadings, they have complained

21 about document production and discovery from Bloc kbuster;

22 Blockbuster is of the opinion that no further dis covery is

23 needed.  Counsel for Media Queue was made aware i n a settlement

24 conference that this was the situation.  We told him -- we

25 allowed him to share with his client that this ad  hoc process
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 1 was what was going on.

 2 We produced a witness in response to their own

 3 request for a witness.  We have continued to prod uce documents.

 4 The problem with that aspect of it is, and I can address each

 5 individual deficiency as we go, if I can have the  rebuttal time

 6 to do that, if it's brought forward, but the Bloc kbuster online

 7 system, because of the way it was generated and p ut together in

 8 2004, has very little documentation.  There is ve ry little

 9 documentation, if any, on how that pre-2007 syste m worked.

10 And we have produced e-mails and told them how th e

11 transfer -- haven't gone and generated documents for them, but

12 we don't feel that that's our obligation.

13 THE COURT:  Thank you.

14 MR. NEWTON:  Your Honor, that's a very good segue or

15 segue to my first point.  When we came in here in  mid-June and

16 we talked about filing early summary judgment mot ions, I

17 believed the idea was we don't need a lot of disc overy, we are

18 going to come in, and we are going to talk about a few claim

19 construction issues and, in particular, authorize d by the

20 subscriber, and then go forward.

21 Now, it's absolutely true that in a settlement

22 conference, or I'm not even sure if it was a sett lement

23 conference, but in some context Blockbuster told me, hey, we

24 think we have this manual ad hoc process.  I said , great.

25 Produce to me some documents to show me how the s ystem works,
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 1 and I will be a reasonable person.  If I think yo u don't use

 2 the invention, we'll back off; we'll go our separ ate ways.

 3 I never got that documentation before we had to f ile

 4 our opposition.  All I received before we filed o ur opposition

 5 was the front end code, which is the code that sh ows what the

 6 user sees.  The back end code and these -- this a dd so-called

 7 "manual ad hoc process" really isn't very manual and really

 8 isn't very ad hoc.

 9 It wasn't until October, a few months after I fil ed

10 my opposition, that I got a listing of the search es actually

11 done.  It's done with a computer.  And as I'll ex plain, we

12 still think even though they don't use the automa tic version of

13 things, they still have a process by which weekly  they look and

14 say, hey, who's low or who's empty?  They run a s earch on the

15 database using a computer; they monitor with a co mputer, and

16 they get a listing of who has either low or empty  queues, and

17 they send them notices.  Those are authorized by the screen

18 they showed you. But, anyway, getting back to the  point --

19 We haven't had adequate time to do all the discov ery

20 we want to do.  As he mentioned, we just, on Thur sday, took the

21 deposition of the declarant here, and it turns ou t he

22 identified a person who was responsible for runni ng these

23 searches.  And that person was never before, at l east best to

24 my knowledge, identified to us.

25 And it turns out they never gave that person a
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 1 litigation hold, so they let all the searches tha t he did, week

 2 by week, just evaporate, so we can't see what fie lds they were

 3 specifically looking at; we are just taking their  word.

 4 So we now would like to do follow-up discovery wi th

 5 that particular witness, who now doesn't work for  the company.

 6 And we would like to use some other avenues to ve rify what

 7 exactly was going on in that manual search.  So w e think, just

 8 on that procedural issue, Blockbuster's motion sh ould be

 9 denied.

10 Now, if you turn to Slide 4, I'll briefly address

11 the issues -- and actually, let's just turn to Sl ide -- Slide

12 6.

13 We believe, much like Blockbuster, that they have

14 queue replenishment control rules that are author ized by the

15 subscriber.  The first set relate to setting your  profile.

16 That person can come in and make selections and s ay here is the

17 type of movies that I want to be used to replenis h my queue.

18 We think these type of rules are dead on with wha t's in box 240

19 of Figure 2 in the '243 patent, where it says, wh at type of

20 title should be used to replenish my queue.  Usin g this profile

21 option and going through and filling it in is use d in much the

22 same way as the options you select in box 240, ag ain, of Figure

23 2 of the patent.

24 Now, Blockbuster would tell you that these profil e

25 options don't govern or control the refilling of the queue;
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 1 well, at least under Media Queue's interpretation  of the claim,

 2 it only has to relate to the refilling much in th e way the --

 3 telling what type of title should be used to refi ll your queue,

 4 again, in box 240 of Figure 2 were used.  They re late to the

 5 refilling, but they don't control or govern what you do with

 6 the queue.  It's just one of the rules that's inv olved with

 7 what do you do with the queue.

 8 In our view, when a subscriber attempts to refill

 9 her queue, the profile content can be used to mak e tailored

10 recommendations, and therefore, they are related to the

11 refilling of the queue.  So, under Media Queue's interpretation

12 of the claim, we think Blockbuster has queue repl enishment

13 rules that are authorized by the subscriber.

14 I don't think Blockbuster takes issue whether the y

15 are authorized because you actually do go through  and check

16 boxes.  I think what they take issue with is how related do

17 they have to be to the refilling of a queue?  And  we think the

18 patent in 240 shows you how close they have to be .

19 Another example of queue replenishment control ru les

20 relates to that notification box that Mr. Wooten showed you --

21 and I'm on page 8 now of the slides.

22 Now, you can make a number of selections here of the

23 type of notifications you would like to receive, but, behind

24 the scenes, there is rules that are looking at sh ipping and

25 receiving, and they're accounting for what happen s.  There is
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 1 also rules, even if they are done in a computer s earch that is

 2 not automated, but is run weekly, to determine wh ether you have

 3 a low or an empty queue.  So again, that's still computerized;

 4 those are still queue replenishment control rules  behind the

 5 scenes.

 6 And, by saying, hey, I want to receive low queue

 7 empty notifications, I've authorized you to go an d search my

 8 queue by whatever mechanism and send me those not ifications.

 9 And that is the extent of the authorization that I gave you.  I

10 didn't, in that note authorization say that it ha s to be 0, 1,

11 2, 3, or 4, I just said send me notifications, lo w or empty.  

12 Low or empty could be one through nine.  And that 's

13 exactly what they did on a weekly basis; he said some weeks it

14 was zero, some weeks it was, you know, two or thr ee.  If your

15 queue was that at that level, whatever they ran t hat week, you

16 would get a notification, the exact one that you authorized.

17 Now, continuing on, another set of queue

18 replenishment controls that we cited related to - - and this is

19 on Slide 10 -- relates to the subscription plans.   And you can

20 decide, I want to have one DVD out at a time, but  have an

21 unlimited number send to me, but the rule is, I'm  not going to

22 send you a new one until you send me one back.  O r, you could

23 have two at a time and an unlimited number out, o r any month,

24 but again, you can only have two out at a time.  They have a

25 similar thing where you can have three out at a t ime,
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 1 unlimited.  And at the bottom there, you can get one DVD and

 2 only two per month.

 3 So, by authorizing a subscription plan, you are

 4 telling the system, control what I do, watch what  I ship or

 5 watch what you ship to me, and then watch what I send back, and

 6 then, based on the rules behind the system, keep track of

 7 whether I deserve to get another movie or whether  I have to

 8 wait until the next month.  Or, you know, if you already have

 9 three out and you determine you just sent one bac k there, you

10 sent two back in, you know, you get back within t he scope of

11 having movies sent.

12 So we think looking at that type, the rules behin d

13 the subscription plan, the system does make decis ions about

14 whether it should alter your queue.

15 And, I'll give you just one example:  If I'm only

16 allowed two movies out a month, and I've already ordered them,

17 if I have a movie that I shipped back in, if I wa s an unlimited

18 customer, you would say, I'll ship the next one o ut of your

19 queue.  And I would, you know, reduce the number of movies in

20 your queue.

21 But, if I am a subscriber that only gets two a

22 month, I'm not going to alter the queue because y ou are in a

23 situation where you are not getting any more this  month.  

24 So, sorry, that queue's going to have the same

25 number of movies sitting ready to come to you.  A nd the second
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 1 you get to the December 1st, wham, there you go, it's sent out

 2 to you, and you're good.  So by picking a subscri ption plan,

 3 you authorize the system to use different, basica lly, queue

 4 replenishment control rules.

 5 Now, with regard to notification rules, again, I

 6 showed you this slide, and I think Blockbuster ag rees that it

 7 has notification rules, and they are of the type that say: do

 8 you want your e-mail in HTML or text, you make a selection

 9 there.  They generally honor those except -- base d on my

10 understanding, except with regard to the low and empty queue

11 notification.  But every other notification they sent you, be

12 it a title-shipped notification, or a title recei ved by

13 Blockbuster notification, they will take into acc ount whether

14 the e-mails and text are e-mail form based on the  selection you

15 make.

16 You also can select that you get title-shipped

17 e-mails or that you've receive title-received e-m ails.  And

18 then, finally, you can do the low and empty queue  notification.

19 So we think there are notification rules in the s ystem.

20 So now we move to the question, and I think this is

21 what Mr. Wooten was alluding to:  Does Blockbuste r monitor the

22 queue with the computer in accordance with the no tification

23 rules and the queue replenishment control rules w e have

24 identified?  I think the answer is definitely, ye s.

25 Both in the low queue notification context, the
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 1 system still does, with a computer, monitor wheth er your queue

 2 is low or not.  And they have a set of rules that  says we are

 3 going to do this weekly.  And whether a person ha s to hit a

 4 button or not to set up the process doesn't put i t outside the

 5 scope of the claims, it just says when is the mon itoring going

 6 to take place.  And that part isn't done by a com puter, but

 7 everything else is.

 8 Then, with regard to shipping and receiving, the

 9 system absolutely has to track when it receives a  movie back.

10 And they have to say, well, that goes to this sub scriber, and

11 then when it ships one out, it has to keep track.

12 Again, in the shipping and receiving process, the re

13 is rules in the computer code that decide based o n your

14 subscription plan, am I going to alter your queue  or not?  So

15 we think there is certainly a monitoring of the q ueue

16 replenishment control rules and the notification rules to

17 decide what to do: to ship, to send you notices t hat you

18 authorized, and also to alter your queue.

19 Going back to the subscriber's profile informatio n,

20 that is also monitored.  So when you get one of t hese e-mails

21 saying your queue is low, you are invited, basica lly, with a

22 series of links to link back to the system and ge t a

23 recommendation.  And when it's giving you that re commendation

24 back deciding what type of titles would you like to have put in

25 your queue, it's making use of your subscriber pr ofile
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 1 information.

 2 So again, those are queue replenishment control

 3 rules that are monitored when you click the link back and try

 4 to refill your queue with a new movie.

 5 Now, Your Honor, I can talk about the recommended

 6 system.  I've got Slides 15 through 17.  I believ e the briefs

 7 are pretty good on this.  I ask you and your cler k to look at

 8 these slides.  But, I understand we are well past  the 3:30 time

 9 that you set.  I know people have dinners and thi ngs that they

10 need to get to, so I'm happy to close with that.

11 THE COURT:  All right, thank you.

12 Anything further from anybody?

13 (No response.)  

14 THE COURT:  Okay, great.  

15 I have one final question, which is a hypothetica l

16 question.

17 If I were to agree with the defendants on the

18 construction of the first three sets of terms, fo rmal

19 construction of the others would be interesting, but not

20 dispositive of the current pending motions.  So m y question to

21 each side, and you can go first, is if, hypotheti cally, I were

22 to agree with them on the first three terms, do y ou still want

23 me to go ahead and construe the rest of them?

24 MR. NEWTON:  If you agreed with them on queue

25 replenishment control in requiring automatic addi tion, as best
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 1 I know, we don't need that. 

 2 If you agree with them on the other terms, I stil l

 3 think there is infringement because we have shown  areas where

 4 there is authorization and notification rules, ev en under their

 5 construction.  

 6 So, in answer to your question, if you went with

 7 them all of the way on all three terms and comple tely with

 8 them, then you wouldn't have to worry about the o ther five

 9 terms.

10 THE COURT:  I know I wouldn't have to.  And I guess

11 what I'm really asking is, since they were all pr esented to me,

12 what would your preference be under those circums tances?  Would

13 it be that I just not fool with them?  

14 I would think that's the safer approach.

15 MR. NEWTON:  I think that's probably the safer

16 approach, Your Honor.

17 MR. JACOBS:  Agreed.

18 THE COURT:  Okay.

19 Thank you all very much.  This will be submitted.

20 What is our next date, do you remember?

21 MR. NEWTON:  December 4, we have a status

22 conference.  I don't know if you want us here liv e?

23 THE COURT:  You are always free to do that by

24 telephone, particularly when you are from distant  reaches.

25 But -- well, I'm not promising anything; I'll do my
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 1 best to get you a resolution before then.  But if  not,

 2 everybody may appear by phone. 

 3 MR. NEWTON:  Thank you, Your Honor.

 4 THE COURT:  Okay, thank you.

 5 (Proceedings adjourned at 4:00 p.m.)  

 6  
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